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Transmission electron microscopes (TEMs) are the tools of choice for academic and industrial research

at the nano-scale. Due to their increasing use for routine, repetitive measurement tasks (e.g., quality

control in production lines) there is a clear need for a new generation of high-throughput microscopes

designed to autonomously extract information from specimens (e.g., particle size distribution, chemical

composition, structural information, etc.).

To aid in their development, a new engineering perspective on TEM design, based on principles from

systems and control theory, is proposed here: measure-by-wire (not to be confused with remote

microscopy). Under this perspective, the TEM operator yields the direct control of the microscope’s

internal processes to a hierarchy of feedback controllers and high-level supervisors. These make use of

dynamical models of the main TEM components together with currently available measurement

techniques to automate processes such as defocus correction or specimen displacement. Measure-by-

wire is discussed in depth, and its methodology is illustrated through a detailed example: the design of

a defocus regulator, a type of feedback controller that is akin to existing autofocus procedures.

& 2011 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Transmission electron microscopes (TEMs)1 are the tools of
choice for academic research in material sciences, nanotechnology,
and biology. They are also highly valued in, among others, the
mining, cement, and semiconductor industries where they are used
for production monitoring, control and troubleshooting. In both the
academic and industrial sectors, TEMs are increasingly used to
perform routine and repetitive measurements in the nano-scale
(e.g., counting and measuring nano-particles). Currently, perform-
ing such measurements is a labor-intensive task that involves
time-consuming steps such as specimen preparation, microscope
alignment/calibration and image interpretation. Thus, there is an
unequivocal need for a new generation of TEMs capable of self
alignment/calibration and of autonomously performing and report-
ing a range of nano-measurements with high-throughput, following

prescribed timing requirements2 (as is needed for industrial
ll rights reserved.
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microscope (including those

roscopy’’.

n microscopes that possess

-SEMs).
applications). Rather than image-generating devices, next genera-
tion TEMs should be considered measurement tools designed to
extract information from specimens (e.g., particle size distribution,
chemical composition, structural information, etc.) [1]. Clearly, a
new engineering perspective is needed to implement this new
‘‘specimen-in, information-out’’ operating philosophy (which is not
limited to electron microscopy [2,3]). Such perspective should
enable the development of new products in a systematic, modular

and flexible fashion in order to, respectively, reduce the design and
development cycle, achieve operation predictability, and enable
the low cost expansion of a microscope’s capabilities. As will be
argued in the following sections, this perspective should be
founded on systems and control (S&C) principles, such as model-
based control. These are routinely used in many application
domains to design automation algorithms that take into account
strict throughput and timing conditions, measurement noise,
model uncertainties, and perturbations.

Thus, the goal of this paper is to introduce one such perspec-
tive called measure-by-wire (MBW), which is an extrapolation to
electron microscopy of the fly-by-wire concept [4]. Under MBW,
an operator is not allowed to directly alter the microscope
settings (e.g., he cannot change the microscope alignment).
Instead, the operator’s role is limited to inserting an appropriate
specimen and selecting a desired measurement task, which is
then autonomously completed by the microscope. Although the
importance of developing autonomous TEMs has been recognized
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before [5], the mechanisms that are proposed here to attain such
level of autonomy go beyond the current auto-tuning procedures.
The latter are usually separately designed to tune specific para-
meters in the microscopes (e.g., beam alignment, defocus or
astigmatism) and, in general, do not operate concurrently (see
[5] and the references therein). In contrast, MBW advocates the
use of an integrated hierarchy of local feedback controllers and
high-level supervisors (the latter are software programs capable
of coordinating multiple components to enforce high-level
requirements, such as throughput). This hierarchy should be
designed using S&C principles and take into account the inter-
connections and interdependencies of the main TEM components
at the functional level. A global view of these interconnections
and interdependencies was developed using currently available
information and is presented here, alongside a general set of
techniques that could be used to procure missing information.
Moreover, a six-steps methodology is proposed to develop the
necessary MBW technology. This methodology is illustrated
through an example: the design of a defocus regulator (similar
but not equal to existing autofocus procedures). This example not
only exercises the aforementioned six-steps methodology, but
also shows how existing information and measurement techni-
ques can be adapted for feedback control purposes.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: the current TEM
state of the art, from an engineering and high-throughput
perspective, is reviewed in Section 2. Section 3 summarizes
important S&C concepts and introduces the measure-by-wire
concept in depth. It also discusses the benefits and challenges of
MBW. Section 4 provides the details of the defocus regulator,
including an extension of the diffractogram analysis technique [6]
that takes into account (potentially large) variations of defocus
during the image acquisition process. Finally, Section 5 contains
our conclusions.
2. S&C theory as an enabler of autonomous, high-throughput
TEM

This section provides an overview of the current TEM automa-
tion efforts and their benefits/limitations from the high-throughput
operation point of view. It also summarizes the contribution that
S&C theory can make towards autonomous, high-throughput TEMs.

2.1. The state of the art

As was pointed out, high-tech industries are among the largest
current (and future) consumers of TEM technology. Unfortu-
nately, the industrial use of TEMs is nowadays limited by their
complex operation, which requires specialized training and is
inherently slow. The current manual TEM operation calls for
visual inspection of the image quality. When this is lost, an
operator must execute multi-step alignment/tuning procedures
that involve changing some microscope settings and visually
inspecting their effect. Usually, these steps are repeated multiple
times before the image quality becomes acceptable again.

During the past 30 years several methods have been developed
to automate different aspects of these tuning procedures. As shown
in Appendix A, auto-tuning procedures are available to adjust
defocus, astigmatism, beam alignment or spherical aberrations in
TEMs operating in both scanning and transmission modes. These
procedures, except for a few exceptions [7,8], generally combine a
measurement principle (i.e., a method to estimate a parameter of
interest, such as defocus, from images) with a correction mechan-
ism (e.g., changes in the objective lens current). This combination
is applied repeatedly until the procedure converges. That is,
until a certain qualitative (or quantitative) criterion is met. These
algorithms have certainly simplified TEM operation. However, they
present some limitations that must be overcome if they are to be
used to automate high-throughput TEMs:
�
 The operator must initiate the auto-tuning procedures and
(generally) provide the final assessment of the image quality.
Thus, these procedures lack autonomy and cannot automati-
cally correct for changes in the parameters of interest caused
by perturbations or noise (e.g., change in defocus due to
displacement of the specimen).

�
 These procedures are not designed to attain high-throughput.

The latter is clearly limited in those procedures that use
several images to estimate the parameters of interest. How-
ever, even those procedures that make use of only one image
have limited throughput, since they disregard the transients in
the hardware components affected by their correction
mechanisms. That is, the necessary images are acquired after
the transients in the microscope components have disap-
peared (e.g., after the specimen holder becomes ‘‘stable’’). As
a consequence, the auto-tuning procedures have an artificial
speed upper limit and are (generally) unable to enforce strict
timing requirements (e.g., they cannot control their conver-
gence speed).

�
 Those procedures that converge based on qualitative criteria

lack the flexibility required to accommodate changing perfor-
mance requirements. For instance, an autofocus algorithm
based on variance minimization, as in [8], cannot be used to
keep the defocus level at a prescribed value (possibly not zero),
which may be needed to maximize the precision of a measure-
ment and which may change depending on the specimen (or
on the location within a specimen) [1,9].

�
 Generally, current auto-tuning procedures tune one subsystem

at a time, assuming all other subsystems are steady (i.e., do not
change) over time. As a consequence, they are difficult to
integrate into larger automation schemes that may (possibly)
affect multiple related subsystems simultaneously (e.g., dis-
placing the specimen while compensating the defocus).

These difficulties may be overcome by increasing the complex-
ity of the auto-tuning procedures. That is, by increasing the
‘‘intelligence’’ of their accompanying software or by improving
their heuristics. This approach, however, may not lead to optimal
solutions. Moreover, if it is applied unsystematically it may lead
to a collection of ad hoc solutions that have limited portability
between different TEM makes and models. A further consequence
is that the microscope software becomes more difficult to under-
stand and troubleshoot. What is needed, then, is a systematic
approach that helps define clearly the automation objectives, the
TEM subsystems that are involved, the measurement techniques
that will be used, and how all these are to be integrated. Systems
and control theory is such an approach that, as is evident from its
long tradition, has been very successful in the automation of
complex machines [10–12].

Finally, note that to develop truly autonomous TEMs, new
automation algorithms are needed to simultaneously coordinate
multiple TEM subsystems. These algorithms should take into
account the internal (physical) behavior of individual TEM com-
ponents, avoiding the common ‘‘black box’’ view. To the best of
our knowledge, no such algorithms currently exist. This is due, in
part, to the current engineering approach used to design TEMs.

2.2. The need for a new engineering perspective

To the best of our understanding, the main hardware compo-
nents in current TEMs are designed and developed independently
by teams of experts, a practice that has yielded highly advanced
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and sophisticated TEM components. This practice, unfortunately,
has also inhibited the development of a truly holistic TEM design
approach from the automation perspective. For example, the
specimen holders and the objective lenses are generally designed
independently by, perhaps, separate manufacturers. Although
their designs obey common electro-mechanical requirements
(e.g., size, mechanical tolerances, electronic interfaces, etc.) they
do not reflect the functional dependence3 of these components.
Thus, although a holder is equipped with local position sensors in
all three cartesian coordinates, the sensors’ location (in the base
of the holder shaft) and precision are such that the sensors cannot
be used for defocus correction (which is why the defocus is
measured from images and corrected by changing the objective
lens current, although it is largely governed by the z-position of
the specimen).

In general, it seems that although the mechanical and elec-
trical interconnections and interdependencies of the different
TEM components are well understood, their functional interde-
pendencies are less so and/or are not taken into account during
the design process. Thus, from the functional point of view these
components seem to lack modularity and standardized interfaces,
which has led to the following difficulties:
�

ma
Since TEM components cannot be mixed-and-matched, the
maintenance of existing microscopes is a difficult (and expen-
sive) task that requires customized solutions for each individual
microscope (i.e., the solution to a problem arising in one
microscope cannot be directly ported to another microscope).

�
 The lack of functional modularity (i.e., clearly defined specifica-

tions and limits for the activities of a component or group of
components) leads to the so-called ‘‘component-entanglement’’
problem: an observed fault in the microscope cannot be easily
traced back to the misbehaving component (or components).
This clearly complicates the troubleshooting of faults and has
led to the current complex and time-consuming alignment
procedures.

�
 The microscope’s functional behavior cannot be easily simulated

(there are few models for individual components available),
which impedes the rapid testing of new ideas.

Some of these problems can be eliminated (or at least amelio-
rated) by designing the microscopes with functional integration in
mind. Such an approach has been applied successfully to fully
automate other micro/nano-scale tools, such as the push-button
Phenom scanning electron microscopes (http://www.phenom
world.com) or ASML’s wafer steppers (see [12] and references 43
and 44 therein). As mentioned before, this new engineering
perspective should be founded on S&C principles for the reasons
outlined next.

2.3. Benefits of the systems and control approach

The S&C approach relies on two basic concepts (described in
Section 3.1): dynamical models and model-based control. These
have the following benefits:
�
 From the S&C viewpoint each component is represented by a
dynamical model that describes the component’s input–out-
put functionality (see below) and takes into account its
transient responses. Developing such models allows one to
better understand the functional interactions and interdepen-
dencies among components and to choose a suitable control
3 Here, ‘‘functional dependence’’ denotes the activities of one component that

y influence (or interfere with) the activities of another.
(i.e., automation) strategy. Thus, in general, components with
no functional interdependencies are controlled using single-
input–single-output control techniques [13], while a group of
functionally dependent components can be controlled via
multiple-input–multiple-output techniques [14]. Moreover,
from the S&C perspective two (groups of) components with
similar input–output functionality are indistinguishable from
each other. Thus, the use of dynamical models also fosters
component modularity and the portability of automation
solutions.

�
 Automation schemes based on model-based control (see below)

are systematic and, by definition, avoid the component-entangle-
ment problem. Model-based controllers are capable of enforcing
strict timing requirements, reject perturbations and noise, and
take into account modeling deficiencies. Moreover, they can also
be equipped with online adaptation capabilities to account for
changes in the components (e.g., wear and tear, actuator faults,
etc.) or in the microscope’s performance requirements.

An approach that reflects these ideas follows.
3. A new TEM paradigm: measure-by-wire

As mentioned before, measure-by-wire is implemented using
concepts from systems and control theory. Thus, some of these
are summarized first.

3.1. Systems and control concepts

System: It is a device that transforms input signal(s) (e.g.,
voltages or currents) into output signal(s) (e.g., focal distance,
astigmatism, position, etc.). As shown in Fig. 1, inputs and outputs
are denoted, respectively, u(t) and y(t) (t denotes time). Examples
of systems in a TEM are the objective lens (input: current; output:
focal distance), the beam deflectors (input: currents; output:
beam displacement), and the specimen holder (inputs: voltages;
output: specimen position).

Dynamics: This refers to an important system property: tran-
sient behavior (or memory). A system presents transient behavior
when an expected change on its output, due to a specific change
in its input, is not instantaneous (see Fig. 1a). For example, the
specimen holder possesses dynamics since a step change in its
input voltage produces a step change in the sample position only
after some delay. The input–output dynamics of a system are
usually described by a dynamical model [13].

Model-based control: It is the use of feedback and/or a feedfor-
ward controllers (see Fig. 1b) to force the output of a system to
behave as desired (e.g., force a lens to reach a new focal distance
within 1 s from a change on its input current). The controllers are
designed based on the system’s dynamical model and are used to
modify the system input based on measurements of the system
output (from a sensor) and/or on a reference input.

Image-based control: It is the particular instance of model-
based control where the sensor is image-based. In this case, the
controller is designed taking also into account the dynamics of the
image formation process and those of the image processing
algorithm that produces the sensor’s output. Image-based control
is indispensable to control systems with outputs such as defocus
or specimen drift, which cannot be measured directly through
standard sensors.

Controller auto-tuning: This is an advanced S&C technique that
allows a feedback (or a feedforward) controller to modify its own
structure ‘‘on-the-fly’’ in response to detected changes in the
system it controls. That is, the controller adapts to changing
operating conditions.

http://www.phenomworld.com
http://www.phenomworld.com


Fig. 1. (a) An example of a system and its transient behavior. (b) General setup of

model-based control, including feedback and feedforward controllers. yref(t), u(t)

and y(t) represent, respectively, the reference signal, the system input and the

system output.
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3.2. The measure-by-wire concept

MBW parallels fly-by-wire in modern aircraft. In such aircraft,
the pilot has no direct control of the aircraft’s control surface
actuators (e.g., the engines, ailerons or rudder). Instead, his role is
limited to providing high-level commands, such as ‘‘turn the
aircraft 1801’’ or ‘‘follow flight path x’’, to the onboard computer.
These commands are then autonomously executed by the com-
puter, which generates and coordinates the appropriate sequence
of orders for the actuators, based on flight data from multiple
sensors (e.g., attitude, wind speed, etc.) [4]. That is, the aircraft is
operated without a human in the loop.

MBW extends this approach to transmission electron micro-
scopy. Specifically, in a measure-by-wire TEM the operator has no
direct control (neither mechanically nor electronically) of internal
components such as the specimen holder or the objective lens. His
role is limited to loading the specimen to be analyzed and selecting
the desired measurement tasks. The microscope’s computer then
automatically identifies the actions needed to perform the mea-
surements (e.g., sample translation, change of magnification,
change of defocus, etc.), issues appropriate orders to the necessary
components, and acquires and processes the sensor data (e.g.
images or signals) necessary to render the measurements. Clearly,
a measure-by-wire TEM operates without an operator in the loop.

The following steps are proposed to develop the technology
necessary for MBW:
1.
 Determine the allowed range of specimens types (e.g., crystals,
particles on amorphus substrates, etc.). Define the range of
measurement tasks that the microscope should be able to
perform.
2.
 Determine the microscope operating conditions that correspond
to the measurement tasks and specimen types described in step 1.
Operating conditions of interest include the value ranges for
defocus, astigmatism, coma, sample-drift rate, lenses’ input cur-
rents, etc. They also include the image types and imaging modes.
3.
 For relevant TEM components, determine the relevant input
and output signals and develop (or reuse) methods to measure
them (i.e., sensors). Note that many of these signals can be
measured directly (e.g., currents). However, some must be
measured through indirect methods (e.g., sample drift).
4.
 Derive dynamical models for these components. The models
should relate the input and output signals of interest and be
valid under the determined operating conditions.
5.
 Develop (local) controllers for each component or group of
related components, using techniques (e.g., robust control
[15]) that can cope both with the perturbations present in
the microscope (e.g., specimen drift) and with model uncer-
tainties. These controllers should also meet performance
requirements compatible with the measurement tasks defined
in step 1.
6.
 Develop high-level supervisors capable of coordinating multi-
ple components to execute high-level commands. Such super-
visors could be developed through techniques for the control
of discrete-event systems (see e.g., [16]). The high-level super-
visors could also provide auto-tuning capabilities to the local
controllers.

It follows from this methodology that MBW presents multiple
benefits. Among them:

Increased performance: Since the operator’s control of internal
TEM components is restricted, the microscopes can be operated at
internal regimes that may not be compatible with human use. For
instance, control actions could be generated in between image
acquisitions and during component transients in order to speed
up the response of some components. Moreover, images could be
acquired even while the specimen holder is moving, provided that
the motion is recorded for subsequent image de-blurring. Addi-
tionally, the control system could compensate for perturbations
faster than the operator. In all these cases, the measurement
throughput and accuracy would be increased.

Reduced complexity: The operator interfaces (e.g., joysticks,
phosphorous screen, aperture selectors, etc.) would be removed.
Moreover, the use of appropriate models and robust control
techniques would also allow for components with greater man-
ufacture tolerances and, potentially, lower manufacturing costs.

Carefree operation: The operator’s inputs would be automati-
cally restricted when they exceed the microscope’s operating
limits (e.g., the operator would not be allowed to de-align the
TEM column).

Cost reduction through modularity & standardization: This is a
direct benefit of the S&C approach (see Section 2.3), which drives
down development costs and facilitates new product development.

New TEM simulation tools: Based on the collected dynamical
models and the integration model described below, it will be
possible to develop a detailed TEM functional simulation. Such
simulation platform would in turn serve as a test bed for new
prototype microscopes.

On the other hand, MBW also offers significant challenges:
Image-based sensors for control: There are currently no sensors

capable of directly measuring variables such as defocus, astigma-
tism, or specimen position. Nevertheless, controlling these vari-
ables is necessary for TEM automation. These variables are
currently estimated from images through algorithms that are
sensitive to the specimen type and/or limited in their speed (see
Table A1 and [17]). This has significant implications for control
development. For instance, the dependence on the specimen type
impedes the continuous application of feedback (the portion of
the specimen under inspection may not always be suitable for
estimation purposes), while the slow estimation speed (up to
several seconds) requires the use of special control techniques
capable of handling large sensor delays. Thus, to enable MBW
new direct-measurement sensors or better estimation procedures
must be developed. However, as is shown in Section 4, current
estimation procedures can be adapted for control purposes.

Dynamical models: These models must be derived either from
physical principles or through identification experiments. The
latter are usually unavoidable due to the complex physical
processes in many TEM components. Fig. 2a shows the basic
experimental setup needed to identify the model of a generic TEM



Fig. 2. Setup of the model identification experiments for a generic TEM component. (a) The component’s output, y(t), is directly measurable by a sensor. (b) The

component’s output must be estimated from images. r and t denote, respectively, spatial and time coordinates.
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component. The experiments consists of physically injecting a
signal u(t) (a voltage or current) in the component’s input and
simultaneously measuring the component’s output, y(t). From
this input–output data a model can be built using well-known
techniques [18,19]. If, as is often the case, y(t) can only be
estimated from an image (e.g., astigmatism), then the model is
built using an estimate, ŷðtÞ, derived from the images, Iðr,tÞ, via a
suitable image processing program. As is shown in Fig. 2b for
identification purposes the image processing can be done off-line.
Note, however, that the resulting model will not only describe the
dynamics of the TEM component under consideration, but also
those of the image formation process. Also note that the faster the
images are acquired (e.g., 20 images per second) the more
descriptive the resulting model would be (such image rates could
be reached using stroboscopic techniques, see [20] an the refer-
ences therein). Finally, note that for control purposes the
dynamics of the image processing program become relevant and
must themselves be characterized.

Setting up and performing identification experiments is a
challenging task. Nevertheless, it is a necessary task, since dyna-
mical models of several components (e.g., the objective lens, the
beam deflectors, etc.) are needed to develop high-throughput
microscopes. To see this, consider the following scenario:

Suppose that the size distribution of spherical particles that lie
in a specimen of area 0.1 mm �0.1 mm and have a known
average diameter of 10 nm must be estimated from TEM
images. Let the image size be 512 �512 pixels, the pixel size
be 2 nm �2 nm (i.e., 5 pixels per particle diameter), and the
image integration time be 0.6 s. Finally, assume that a (mod-
est) throughput of two processed specimens per hour is to be
attained.

Under the stated conditions, nearly 10,000 images are needed
to measure all the particles in each specimen. However, using
statistical methods the number of images needed could be
reduced to, for instance, 500 per specimen. This in turn implies
that at least one payload image (i.e., an image from which the
particles can be measured) must be taken every 3.6 s. Since the
specimen position and, possibly, the defocus must be adjusted
between payload image acquisitions, both the specimen holder
and the objective lens should be able to react in less than 1.5 s
(assuming they do not operate concurrently). Even less time
would be available if the camera readout time, bigger specimens,
smaller particles, or higher throughput are considered. Clearly,
then, the transient response of the holder, the lens, and other
components must be characterized and well understood.

Integration model: It is clear that to enable automation and
model identification a new integrative engineering perspective
must be developed. Such perspective should take into account the
input–output behavior of each component and the components’
interactions and interdependencies. Moreover, since different
component settings yield different kinds of images (e.g., diffrac-
tion patterns, bright field images, etc.) that, in turn, contain
different information, any integration model should emphasize
the influence of each component in the image formation process.

The next subsection describes one such model from the
vantage point of systems and control.

3.3. Control-oriented integration model

The proposed integration model is shown in Fig. 3. It classifies
the TEM components into three groups: optics, mechanics, and
sensor. This model loosely follows the component classification
into illumination system, objective lens/stage, and imaging sys-
tem proposed in [25]. Note, however, that this model is an
abstraction intended for analysis and automation purposes and
may not completely coincide with the physical makeup of a given
microscope.

The optics: This group contains the components that set the
microscope’s optical properties: the objective lens, the beam
deflectors, the electron gun, etc. Each component takes a current
(or voltage) as input and generates an optical parameter as
output. For example, the objective lens maps a current into the
focal distance, f(t), and the beam deflectors transform voltages
into the beam displacement, rd(t). Note that the inputs of these



Fig. 3. Control-oriented integration model.

Table 1
Available information on TEM component dynamics and their control.

Group Available models Current controls

Optics Static input–output models for most optical components are known to exist.

They form part of the intellectual property of TEM manufacturers and are

used in all computer-controlled TEMs to adjust the defocus and other

parameters. Although there has been a recent effort to characterize the

dynamics of an objective lens [21], complete input–output dynamical models

for such lenses are not readily available.

The inputs to these components are locally controlled. However, their

outputs are currently not regulated through feedback control (i.e., the

optics controller is currently not implemented).

Mechanics Dynamical models are available for the motors in the specimen holder [22].

However, models relating the motor inputs to the current specimen position

are not available (the effect of the specimen holder’s arm is unknown).

Models for the aperture selector motors are not available.

The angular positions of the motors in the specimen holder are currently

controlled through a feedback PID compensator. However, the specimen’s

position is currently not controlled through the mechanics controller. No

information is currently available about the aperture selector control.

Sensor Detailed static models for the image formation process, the CCD camera and

the estimation algorithms are available in the literature (see, e.g., [23,24] and

Table A1).
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subsystems are locally controlled through current or voltage
regulators (not shown in Fig. 3).

The mechanics: This group includes the specimen holder and
the aperture selector (which is motor controlled). The specimen
holder is directly responsible for the specimen’s x�y position,
rx,yðtÞ, vertical position, rz(t), and tilting angles aðtÞ and bðtÞ (not
shown in Fig. 3). Indirectly, it also determines the objective lens
defocus, Df ðtÞ, since Df ðtÞ ¼ f ðtÞ�ðTðr�rx,yðtÞÞþrzðtÞÞ, where r

denotes x�y position, and T(r) describes the apparent vertical
displacement of the specimen due to changes in its topology. The
aperture selector is responsible for choosing the size, da(t), and
location of the apertures in the column (e.g., the objective
aperture), which in turn influence the resulting image type.

The sensor: This group incorporates the components and
processes that generate the images. This includes the image
formation process (which determines the mathematical model
of the acquired images, Iðr,tÞ), the CCD detector (or the BF, ADF, or
HAADF sensors), and the image processing algorithms.

Fig. 3 makes clear the functional interdependencies among the
TEM components. It also helps to make clear the currently available
information for control purposes. This information is summarized in
Table 1 and is the basis for the research described next.
4. Defocus regulation

The defocus regulation problem was introduced in [17]. The
objective of defocus regulation is to force the objective lens defocus,
Df ðtÞ, to be as close as possible to a prescribed defocus reference
value, Dfref , no later than t seconds after the reference value is set
(t is a prescribed constant). This requires one to develop an
objective lens controller capable of enforcing the condition

9Df ðtÞ�Dfref 9oe ð1Þ

for a prescribed error bound e40 and for all t4t (assuming Dfref is
set at t¼0). Defocus regulation was chosen for several reasons: (i) it
demonstrates the MBW methodology, (ii) it is conceptually simple
from a control viewpoint, (iii) it shows how existing estimation
methods (for optical aberrations) could be used (or extended) for
control purposes, and (iv) it is indispensable for TEM automation (to
compensate for defocus perturbations).

Defocus regulation exercises steps 1–5 in the MBW methodol-
ogy. Specifically:
1.
 The operator sets the desired values for Dfref and e and
provides a specimen with large amorphous backgrounds.
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2.
 The microscope operates under the following conditions: the
electron beam and the specimen holder are stationary; the
specimen is flat and located at the eucentric plane, Zref, and its
thickness is less than 20 nm (so the weak phase object
approximation applies); the defocus range is 1–10 Scherzers;
all optical aberrations have been canceled (except, of course,
the spherical aberration); and the magnification and the
apertures are fixed to maximize the images’ spatial frequency
information. Under these conditions, the integration model is
simplified to the feedback loop in Fig. 4 (see also [17, Fig. 3]).
Only bright field images, in transmission mode, are considered.
These, based on the above assumptions, are described math-
ematically as follows [23]:

Iðr,tÞ ¼ 9fðrÞnhðr,tÞ92
, ð2Þ

where r¼ ðx,yÞ denotes position in the image plane; fðrÞ9
expðjBVpðrÞÞ is the specimen’s transmittance function (based on
the phase object approximation), j¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
�1
p

, B is the interaction
constant, Vp(r) is the specimen’s projected potential function;
and n denotes the convolution operator over r. Furthermore,

hðr,tÞ ¼F�1fHðq,tÞg,

Hðq,tÞ9AðqÞEðqÞ expðjwðq,tÞÞ,

where F denotes the Fourier transform over r, q¼ ðu,vÞ denotes
position in the spatial frequency plane, A(q) is the aperture
function, E(q) is the temporal coherence envelope function (no
spatial incoherence is assumed), and

wðq,tÞ ¼ pð0:5Csl
39q94

�Df ðtÞl9q92
Þ ð3Þ

(Cs is the coefficient of spherical aberration and l is the
electron wavelength). Moreover, since the specimen in very
thin (by assumption), (2) can be approximated as follows [26]:

Iðr,tÞ � 1þ2BVpðrÞnF�1
fAðqÞEðqÞ sinðwðq,tÞÞg: ð4Þ

Finally, the images are acquired with a CCD camera with an
integration period, T, of 100 ms.
3.
 The component of interest is the objective lens. As a system,
this lens has a single input, u(t) (electrical current), and single
output, Df ðtÞ (defocus), which should be measured for control
purposes. Defocus is usually estimated by fitting Hðq,tÞ (or a
function derived from it) to the Fourier transform of a bright
field image of an amorphous material [6,27–29]. These meth-
ods usually assume that the defocus is constant while the
image is acquired. That is, the images used to estimate the
defocus are acquired only when the defocus is stable. This
practice, however, limits the speed at which the defocus can be
stabilized. In such case, it can be shown that the image
produced a TEM’s CCD camera, Ibf, is proportional to a time
integral of the image model in (2) (see the companion paper
Fig. 4. Defocus regulation
[30] in this issue for details). That is,

Ibfp

Z toþT

to

Iðr,tÞ dt,

where p indicates Ibf is proportional to the right-hand-side
integral. Under the conditions leading to (4) the above integral
can be computed asZ toþT

to

Iðr,tÞ dt� Tþ2BVpðrÞnF�1 AðqÞEðqÞ

Z toþT

to

sinðwðq,tÞÞ dt

� �
:

Furthermore, if the defocus variation can be (approximately)
assumed to be linear with time, that is, if Df ðtÞ �Df ðtoÞþmto t,
tA ½to,toþTÞ, then it follows from (3) thatZ toþT

to

Iðr,tÞ dt� Tþ2BVpðrÞnF�1
fAðqÞEðqÞEto ðqÞ sinð ~wðqÞÞg, ð5Þ

where

Eto ðqÞ9 sin c
pl9q92

mto T

2

 !

and

~wðqÞ9p 0:5Csl
39q94

�l9q92 Df ðtoÞþ
mto T

2

� �� �
:

Note that (5) reduces to (4) when the defocus is constant.
Moreover, (5) indicates that the defocus of bright field images
acquired under the conditions that make it valid (i.e., thin
specimen and approximately linear defocus variation) can be
estimated using modified versions of the estimators in
[6,27–29] (such estimators should take into account the extra
envelope function Eto ðqÞ). As is shown in [17] the output of
such estimators, Df̂ ðtÞ, would be of the form

Df̂ ðtÞ ¼ aDf ðnTÞþb,

tA ½nT ,ðnþ1ÞTÞ, n¼ 0;1, . . ., where a and b are constants that
must be obtained experimentally or through simulations.
4.
 There are currently no dynamical models available in the
literature that relate the input current, u(t), of a TEM objective
lens with its focal distance, f(t). To the best of our knowledge,
the closest related work is [21], which reports the steps taken
towards developing such a model in a scanning electron
microscope.
A lens’ input–output relationship is difficult to model precisely.
However, as a first approximation, it can be assumed that there
is a static (but perhaps nonlinear) relationship between the
magnetic field inside the lens and its focal distance [23]. The
magnetic field, in turn, is set by the current in the lens coil,
which is governed by the lens electronics. Moreover, most coils
present some level of electrical resistance, capacitance and
self-inductance. Thus, it is reasonable to assume that the lens
feedback loop.



Fig. 5. Tecnai F-20’s identification experiment results (variation of the objective

lens defocus over time in response to a step change in the lens input current).

Estimated parameter values: Dfini ¼ 717 nm, Dfstep ¼�268 nm, Tstep ¼ 3:3 s (Test

1); Dfini ¼ 458 nm, Dfstep ¼ 263 nm, Tstep ¼ 5:3 s (Test 2). The simulated behavior of

model (6) with x¼ 1:13 and o¼ 24:82 (for both tests) is shown in solid

black lines.

Table 2
Nominal values of the microscope settings used in the identification experiments.

Settings Tecnai F-20 JEM 3000F

9Dfstep9 ðnmÞ 250 450

Images per second 10 1.76

Integ. time (ms) 100 100

Image size (pixels) 668 �668 256 �256

Pixel size (nm2) 0.0962 0.08372

Cs (mm) 1.01 1.3

Gun voltage (kV) 201 300

Amorphous specimen Carbon Carbon

ture

ing

zip.
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electronics behave as a resistor–inductor–capacitor circuit
(cf. [31] for an alternative viewpoint). It follows from this
assumption that the dynamics of the lens can be described by
a second-order ordinary differential equation. Thus, recalling
that Df ðtÞ ¼ f ðtÞ�Zref (see Fig. 4) one can write without loss of
generality [13]

d2Df ðtÞ

dt2
þ2xodDf ðtÞ

dt
þo2 ¼ ko2uðtÞ, ð6Þ

where x, o40, and kAR (respectively, the damping coeffi-
cient, the natural oscillation frequency, and the steady-state
gain [13]) are parameters that must be determined experimen-
tally, since they depend on the physical characteristics of the
particular objective lens under consideration.
To determine these parameters and to validate model (6),
identification experiments (see Section 3.2) were performed in
a FEI Tecnai F-20 (equipped with a TWIN objective lens) and in a
Jeol JEM-3000F.4 For each experiment, the microscope settings
were adjusted to match the conditions given in step 2 (see
above). Each experiment consisted of two step tests performed
in succession. The tests comprised the following steps: (a) the
defocus was set to an initial underfocus value, Dfini (i.e., the
input current value was set to uðtÞ ¼Dfini=k); (b) bright field
images of an amorphous specimen were acquired at a constant
image rate for Tstep seconds; (c) at that time, without stopping
the image acquisition, a step change in the defocus level was
performed by adding Dfstep to it (i.e., u(t) was set to ðDfiniþ

DfstepÞ=k); (d) after a few additional seconds the image acquisi-
tion was stopped. Note that all changes to the defocus level
were done by software (i.e., u(t) was not directly measured and
no additional hardware components were connected to the
lens). Also note that Dfini and Tstep were not measured directly.
Instead, they were estimated from the data (see Appendix B).
For comparison purposes, Dfstep was also estimated from the
data. The nominal values of the microscope settings are given in
Table 2, and the experimental results are shown in Figs. 5 and 6.5

The results suggest that the transients in the Tecnai’s lens (i.e.,
the time it takes the lens to reach DfiniþDfstep once the defocus
step is commanded) last between 0.3 s and 0.4 s (defocus values
between Dfini and DfiniþDfstep are visible in three or four images
after Tstep). Similarly, the transients in the JEM seem to last
between 1.13 s and 1.7 s. Also note that in the second experi-
ment Dfini varied slightly from test 1 to test 2, although the same
initial current was used for each test. This may suggest the
presence of hysteresis in the lens. Although model (6) does not
take hysteresis into account, it can still mimic the observed lens
behavior if one takes

uðtÞ ¼
Dfini=k, toTstep,

ðDfiniþDfstepÞ=k, tZTstep:

(
ð7Þ

Fitting the known response of model (6) to the input signal u(t)
in (7) to the recorded data using the minimum square error
approach (see Appendix B), it was found that model (6) fits the
Tecnai’s experimental data best when x¼ 1:13 and o¼ 24:82
(k was not estimated because the lens’ input current was not
recorded). This can be seen in Fig. 5, which shows in solid lines
the results obtained after simulating model (6) with Matlab [32]
(for this simulation, k was set to 1). Similarly, model (6) with
x¼ 0:76 and o¼ 3:04 fits the JEM’s experimental data with
minimum square error.
4 Technical details about these microscopes can be found at the manufac-

r’s websites: www.fei.com and www.jeol.com.
5 We thank Dr. Seyno Sluyterman (FEI Company) for his support in collect-

this data, which is available at http://www.tejadaruiz.net/files/UM2011data.
Clearly, only a limited amount of step tests were performed.
Thus, it is not possible to quantify the error in the estimation of
x and o, nor to qualify the generality of model (6). Also, note
that (6) could be extended to include hysteresis, for which
controller design methods are available [33]. Nevertheless, as it
is, this preliminary model provides enough information to
illustrate the benefits of the model-based control approach, as
is discussed next.
5.
 As mentioned in Section 3.1, the role of the controller is to
shape the input of a system so its output exhibits a prescribed
behavior (see Fig. 1). A controller is typically a real-time
computer program that computes and injects (via a digital-
to-analog converter) a new input value at regular intervals, Ts,
which are shorter than the system’s time constants. A feedback
controller performs this calculation based on the difference,
e(t), between the desired output value, yref, and the measured

output value, y(t), and on one of the several control algorithm
available in the literature (e.g., PID control, H1 control, etc.
[15]). The control algorithm is selected based on the properties
of the system and on the desired properties of the output.
The latter includes, for example, allowed errors, immunity to
perturbations, etc.

www.fei.com
www.fei.com
www.fei.com
www.fei.com
www.jeol.com
www.jeol.com
www.jeol.com
www.jeol.com
http://www.tejadaruiz.net/MBW
http://www.tejadaruiz.net/MBW


Fig. 6. JEM 3000F’s identification experiment results (variation of the objective

lens defocus over time in response to a step change in the lens input current).

Estimated parameter values: Dfini ¼ 283 nm, Dfstep ¼ 489 nm, Tstep ¼ 34 s (Test 1);

Dfini ¼ 252 nm, Dfstep ¼ 483 nm, Tstep ¼ 34 s (Test 2). The simulated behavior of

model (6) with x¼ 0:76 and o¼ 3:04 (for both tests) is shown in solid black lines.

Fig. 7. Normalized simulated response of an objective lens to a commanded step

change in defocus (Tstep ¼ 0), using the Tecnai lens model (that is, model (6) with

x¼ 1:13, o¼ 24:82, and k¼ 1).

Fig. 8. Effect of a 10% step disturbance in the specimen vertical position, Zref. The

perturbation is injected at time Tp¼0.5 s.
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Thus, consider again the defocus regulation problem (1).
Suppose that Df ðtÞ ¼Dfini for toTstep and that at time t¼ Tstep

the operator sets a new desired defocus value, Dfref ¼Dfiniþ

Dfstep. Then, the defocus regulation problem states that the
defocus should reach (and stay within) the value range
ðDfref�e,Dfref þeÞ in no more than t seconds.
Now, if the lens dynamics are linear, as it is suggested by
model (6), it can be shown that the time it takes the defocus to
reach ðDfref�e,Dfref þeÞ is independent of Dfstep, provided that e
is proportional to Dfstep. Thus, without loss of generality, it will
be assumed that Dfini ¼ Tstep ¼ 0, e¼ 0:01Dfstep.
The Tecnai lens response to a commanded step change in
defocus was simulated under these conditions, and the nor-
malized response (i.e., Df ðtÞ divided by Dfstep) is shown in
Fig. 7. This figure shows that the lens output takes about 0.33 s
to reach the range ð0:99,1:01Þ. Thus, without feedback control,
the lens satisfies the defocus regulation problem for tZ0:33 s.
Although it is tempting to conclude that, based on this model,
the lens can be operated quickly and accurately without
feedback control, in practice model (6) is not valid for all
possible values of the input current u(t) (e.g., the lens hyster-
esis could be stronger for larger input currents). Moreover, by
itself the lens cannot correct for perturbations in the defocus
level. The latter are known to happen when, for instance, the
specimen is laterally displaced and are, perhaps, one of the
main reasons why the defocus must be regularly adjusted in
current TEM. Finally, note that current autofocus algorithms
based solely on image analysis can only correct the defocus
after one or more images have been acquired. If the images are
acquired after the transients have subsided, then an autofocus
algorithm that makes use of n images would require at least
0.33n seconds to adjust the defocus (assuming that the image
processing time is negligible). Clearly, this is not compatible
with high-throughput scenarios (this is specially true for the
JEM 3000F, since its lens has a transient time of over 1 s).
In contrast, the use of a feedback controller can help to reduce
the impact of perturbations and model uncertainties, and can
also speed up the lens response time. The latter is possible
because a controller can change the lens current even during

an image acquisition. To do so, the controller makes use of the
model prediction principle. That is, it runs an internal ‘‘simula-
tion’’ of the lens dynamical model to ‘‘predict’’ the value of lens
output, Df ðtÞ, while the image is being acquired. The error
signal, eðtÞ ¼Dfref�Df ðtÞ, is then estimated from this prediction
and used to compute the control action u(t). This procedure is
repeated until the image acquisition is completed and the
image has been processed. The measured defocus value, Df̂ ðtÞ

(see Fig. 4), is then used to correct the controller’s internal
simulation (to minimize the prediction error) and the whole
procedure is repeated.
Fig. 7 shows the simulated Tecnai lens response to a com-
manded step change in defocus when it is equipped with
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a feedback controller that uses a ‘‘predictive observer’’ (the
simplest application of the prediction principle [34]) and a
proportional control algorithm (i.e., the controller acts as static
multiplier with unitary gain, so uðtÞ ¼ eðtÞ), with Ts¼12.5 ms.
Clearly, the feedback controller speeds up the lens response (it
now satisfies the defocus regulation problem for tZ0:19).
Moreover, as shown in Fig. 8, this simple feedback controller
also helps to ameliorate the impact of perturbations, although
it was not specifically designed to do so. In this figure, a step
perturbation of magnitude 0:1Dfstep has been injected to the
specimen’s vertical position. Without feedback control this
perturbation is directly translated into a 10% increase of
defocus. However, using the feedback controller the defocus
increase is reduced to 7.9% (approximately). This can be
further reduced by designing the controller (using specialized
control algorithms such as H1 [15]) to both speed up the lens
response and reject perturbations (without oscillations).

5. Conclusions

TEMs are the tools of choice for academic and industrial
research in the nano-scale. As a consequence, there is a clear
need for a new generation of autonomous (operator-free), high-
throughput, TEMs that operate under the ‘‘specimen-in, informa-
tion-out’’ philosophy. To aid in their development, measure-by-
wire (MBW) was proposed as a new engineering perspective for
TEM development. Under this perspective, a microscope operator
would yield the control of the microscope’s internal processes to a
hierarchy of feedback controllers and high-level supervisors who,
in turn, directs the microscope operation.

High-throughput automation relies on a clear understanding
of the dynamical properties of the main TEM components. This
understanding is, in turn, translated into a set of dynamical
models that lie at the center of the control design. Although
dynamical models are not currently available for many TEM
components, it was shown that they could be developed from
available information and from data collected from well-designed
model identification experiments.

A detailed example of the MBW approach was provided
through the development of an objective lens dynamical model
and a defocus regulator. This example includes an extension of
the classical Thon rings fitting technique that incorporates the
effects of time varying defocus during the image formation
process. Moreover, it was shown that the defocus regulator can
increase the reaction speed of the lens and its resilience to
perturbations.
Table A1
A small selection of available auto-tuning procedures and some of their properties.

References Needed imagesa

(minimum)

Image type

Saxton et al. [7] 3 BFb-TEM

Bonet–Zinzindohoue [8] 3 BF-TEM

Coene–Denteneer [6] 1 Diffractogram of Amorphous Mat.

Koster–de Ruijter [5] 3 BF-TEM

Ishizuka [35] 3 Diffractogram of Amorphous Mat.

Krivanek [36] 4 Diffractogram of Amorphous Mat.

Tanaka et al. [37] 1 Amorphous Mat. HAADF2-STEM

Saxton [38] 8 Diffractogram of Amorphous Mat.

Dellby et al. [39] 3 Ronchigram of Amorphous Mat.

Barthel [40] 1 Diffractogram of Amorphous Mat.

Sawada et al. [41] 1 Ronchigram of Amorphous Mat.

Lupini et al. [42] 1 Ronchigram of Amorphous Mat.

a The minimum number of images needed for a measurement may vary based on t

measured aberrations, and on the required measurement precision.
b In here, BF stands for ‘‘bright field’’ and HAADF for ‘‘high-angular, annular dark fi
Research is on its way to improve the objective lens model, the
defocus measurement speed, and the properties of the defocus
regulator. A holistic TEM dynamical simulator is also under
preparation (see http://www.tejadaruiz.net/MBW). Future
research will focus on the integration of defocus regulation with
other control loops in the microscope (e.g., the beam deflectors).
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Appendix A. Available auto-tuning methods

Table A1 lists a small selection of auto-tuning methods and
some of their properties. For closed-loop control purposes, only
those methods capable of measuring (estimating) optical para-
meters are relevant.
Appendix B. Estimation of the second-order model
parameters

Recall from Section 4 that each identification experiment was
composed of two tests. To fit model (6) to the experimental data,
the latter was compared, in the minimum square error sense, to the
model’s ideal response to input signal (7), which is given by [13]

Df ðt; y,x,oÞ ¼DfiniþDfstep 1�
l2

l2�l1
ðel1ðt�TstepÞ�el2ðt�TstepÞÞ

� �
,

where tZTstep, y¼ ðTstep,Dfini,DfstepÞ is the input signal parameter

set, l1 ¼�xoþo
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
x2
�1

q
, and l2 ¼�xo�o

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
x2
�1

q
. Note that for

every experiment, two estimates of y, ŷ1 and ŷ2 were needed (one
per test), while only one estimate of x and o (x̂ and ô) was needed

(the same model should be valid for both tests). ŷ j ¼ ðT̂ stepj
,

Measurement principle Tuning/measurement target

Reach image variance extremal Beam alignment, defocus, astigmatism

Reach extremal of image descriptor Beam alignment, defocus, astigmatism

Diffractogram minima fitting Spherical aberration

Beam-tilt tableau Beam alignment, defocus, astigmatism

Beam-tilt induced defocus change Three-fold astigm., coma-free alignment

Beam-tilt tableau Three-fold astigmatism

HAADF model fitting Defocus, astigmatism

Diffractogram tableau Astigmatism, coma

Local magnification analysis Multiple optical aberrations

Database matching Multiple optical aberrations

Segment autocorrelation analysis Aberrations up to fifth order

Local transfer function fitting Multiple optical aberrations

he type (i.e., order) of the measured aberration, on the number of simultaneously

eld’’.

http://www.tejadaruiz.net/MBW
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Df̂ inij
,Df̂ stepj

Þ, j¼1, 2, was computed as follows: T̂ stepj
was taken to

be the acquisition time of the last image in test j with a defocus

value close to Dfinij (this image was selected manually). Df̂ minj
and

Df̂ stepj
were computed from the defocus values estimated from

images (using Thon ring analysis [17]) that were acquired, respec-
tively, before and after the lens transients:

Df̂ minj
¼
X0

i ¼ �9

Df̂ ij

10
, Df̂ stepj

¼
X13

i ¼ 4

Df̂ ij

10
�Df̂ minj

,

where Df̂ ij
, i¼ 0,71,72, . . ., denotes the defocus value estimated

from the image acquired at time tij ¼ T̂ stepj
þ iDTj, where DTj is the

inverse of the image rate (see Table 2). Finally, for each experiment,

x̂ and ô were computed as follows:

ðx̂,ôÞ ¼ arg min
x,o

X10

i ¼ 1

ðDf̂ i1
�Df ðti1 ; ŷ1,x,oÞÞ2þðDf̂ i2

�Df ðti2 ; ŷ2,x,oÞÞ2
( )

:

Note that more than 10 data points can be used to estimate ŷ, x̂,

and ô depending on data availability.
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